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SOMA SEPAC
2016-2017 Budget Update
Proposed Budget - Summary

Budget Totals

Total Special Ed OOD 905,881$      2.88%

2015-16 Budget 123,594,780$         31,433,540$         Paras 920,535$      2.93%

2016-17 Proposed Budget 125,331,301$         33,461,255$         3 Staff est 255,000$      0.81%

Change 1,736,521$              2,027,715$           Other (53,701)$       -0.17%

Change % 1.41% 6.45% 2,027,715$   6.45%

 

Proposed  Headcount Changes (Net 19 Reduction)
Special Education  + 3

+1 Elementary Teacher Create class for younger elementary students with multiple disabilities Anticipated Reductions in OOD Placements

+1 M.S. Behavioral Spec. Expand iStep program to SOMS - 5 kindergarten to remain in district

+1 LDTC (Administration) Management of increased pace of referrals - 10 middle school students to remain in district

+0 Reassignments Reassign Elem & HS teachers to create full continuum of services in LRE - 2 CHS students to return from OOD placements

Other Changes -22 Significant pushback from BOE and others

 -3 Administration -2 academic supervisors;  -1 supervisor secretary on the elementary intervention cuts.

-2 Elementary -2 academic intervention;  -1 instructional coach; +1 classroom teacher Probable outcome is to utilize ~ $400k

-3 Middle School -2 classroom teachers; -1 media specialist (library) of expiring banked cap (tax over 2% limit)

- 14 High School -9 classroom teachers; -1 guidance; -1 media specialist (library); -1 dean; -1 secretary to restore the elementary positions.

Paraprofessionals
2015-16 2016-17 % Change

Special Ed Aide Budget 2,395,667$              3,316,202$           38.42%

The increase in the budget for paraprofessionals does NOT reflect a significant increase year-over-year.

Rather, the 2015-16 budget grossly understated the number of paraprofessionals in use at the time it was developed.

The 2016-17 budget attempt to more accurately reflect actual current para utilization.

The District is currently reviewing IEPs on a case-by-case basis to determine where efficiencies may be realized.

Change

920,535$                            

Analysis of Sped Increase



SOMA SEPAC
2016-2017 Budget Update
Proposed Budget - OOD Savings Projections / SEPAC Commentary

March 7, 2016 District Budget Presentation

March 2, 2016 District Budget Presentation

SEPAC Exec Committee Comments at March 7 Community Forum 
 

We want to acknowledge the administration's efforts in this budget cycle to 
maintain resources for students in special education, where we have witnessed 
a significant achievement gap compared to their general education peers.  That 
said, we are concerned that the proposed elimination of academic intervention 
staff at the elementary level represents a step backwards in helping all 
struggling students reach their potential.  Preserving positions like those might 
make a compelling argument for utilizing a portion of this year’s available 
banked cap.  
 
Next, we recognize the significant impact of OOD tuition and transportation 
costs on the district's finances, and we are glad to see the beginning of plans to 
create more in-district programming to meet the needs of our most challenged 
students.  However, without basic data on existing OOD placements as 
requested by the Board's FF&T committee in December, we have to ask how the 
district knows it is targeting its efforts where they will be most effective.  And 
we have to ask how the district will know with any verifiable certainty whether 
the programming changes are having the intended impacts over time.  We ask 
the Board to be absolutely insistent that the Administration provide the data 
analysis recommended by the committee and that it make certain that such 
data is being captured going forward. 
 
In a similar vein, while we are glad to see that the 16-17 budget does a better 
job of reflecting the actual usage of paraprofessionals, and while we 
acknowledge the Administration's goal to find efficiencies in para assignments, 
to date we have mostly heard just anecdotes about para usage, where solid data 
analysis would clearly be more appropriate.  
 

The charts indicate a net reduction of $10mm in projected 2020-2021 
deficit, 100% attributed to anticipated savings on OOD tuition and 
transportation.  This is on a total 2016-17 OOD budget of $15.6mm, and 
the savings would presumably be net of the additional costs of educating 
more special ed students in-district. 
SEPAC and the BOE are awaiting more details. 


